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Foreword
This document is a complement of the tutorial on Modelling Biological Sequences by Grammatical Inference organized for the tenth anniversary edition
of the International Colloquium on Grammatical Inference (ICGI 2010) held in
Valencia, Spain.
The tutorial surveys the approaches related to grammatical inference which
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have been developed in Bioinformatics to model family of sequences , from well
established weighting schemes for prole hidden Markov models and Stochastic
Context-Free grammars (section 2) to approaches learning (also) the structure
or topology of the grammars (section 3). The intent of this document is to give
bibliographic references of original studies presented during the tutorial and to
provide helpful pointers to start a deeper investigation into this eld. This is also
the opportunity to gather a list of published work related to this topic. The list
is obviously not exhaustive but can be the starting point of a more exhaustive
one: let me know the references that you know on the subject, which are neither
cited in this document nor in the cited papers, and I will be pleased to complete
this bibliography and to maintain an updated version which will be available
from my homepage (http://www.irisa.fr/symbiose/francois_coste).
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Linguistic modelling of biological sequences

Recent sequencing projects and technological progress in the eld are giving access to an ever increasing amount of DNA, RNA and protein macromolecular
sequences. The challenge in the post-genomic era is now to decipher what has
been popularly named the language of life [2]. The linguistic metaphor has been
used indeed for a long time in molecular biology, and applying computational
linguistics tools to represent, understand and handle biological sequences is a
natural continuation of this metaphor. Using formal grammars, such as the ones
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Let us remark that the focus of the tutorial is on the inference of generative (grammatical) models. This excludes other popular machine learning methods which have
been successful in Bioinformatics, especially the discriminative ones such as the neural networks and support vector machines which have been shown to be very ecient
even for sequence classication tasks (see for instance [1]).
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introduced by Noam Chomsky [3] to describe natural languages and to study
syntax acquisition by children, has been advocated in particular by Searls [4, 5]
whose articles provide a good introduction to the dierent levels of expressiveness required to model macromolecular sequences and to related grammatical
formalisms. The problem is then the classical one of nding a good trade-o
between the expressiveness of the grammar and the eciency of the dedicated
parser used on genomic sequences

to retrieve the sequences belonging to the

family modelled by the grammar or to analyse the structure of these sequences.
The main diculty in this approach is that, in contrast with all the studies
available on natural languages, little is known about the syntax of DNA, as
shown for instance, by the lack of reliable denitions of words, sentences or
punctuation marks. Building the grammars is thus not an easy task. In some
cases expert knowledge allows to design the grammars, usually by a succession
of trial-and-error renements until a satisfactory model is found. More often,
available expert knowledge is not sucient. In the tutorial, we focus on machine
learning approaches to help building the grammars. Instead of asking the expert
to design the grammar, the idea is rather to ask the expert to provide a set of
characteristic sequences of the family to model and to let a grammatical inference
program discover by induction the best grammar modelling these sequences.
When considering biological sequences, the induction relies generally on the
search of conservation. In biology, genetic variation (by mutations, recombination of chromosomes, crossing-over and other sources of sequence variation) is
a fundamental source of diversity which is opposed to the natural selection. A
conserved feature among a set of sequences is an evidence of selection through
evolution and is thus likely to be important for the family. This principle underlies many of the approaches presented in the tutorial.
The intrinsic variability of the sequences has also to be handled by the grammatical models, a usual solution being to use stochastic models. For such grammars, the inference problem has then two aspects: determining the structure
(topology) of the grammar and estimating the probabilistic parameters.

We

begin in section 2 with the parameter estimation problem, the structure being
given, before considering the problem of learning (also) the structure or topology
of the grammars in section 3.
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Parameter estimation

The parameter estimation approach has been particularly successful in Bioinformatics. The principle is to choose a generic simple grammar topology which is
sucient to capture the principal characteristics of the sequences to model  for
instance, prole hidden Markov models (pHMM) for proteins or their contextfree or tree adjoining grammars equivalent for RNA sequences without or with
pseudo-knots  and to t the parameter probabilities (or weights) to maximize
the likelihood of the available sample of sequences from the family. Two starting
points are recommended to discover this approach: Biological Sequence Analysis by Durbin, Eddy, Krogh and Mitchinson [6] is a well known reference al-
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lowing to investigate prole hidden Markov models, and the more recent survey
by Sakakibara [7] with a greater grammatical avor allows in particular to learn
more about the stochastic context-free grammars used to model RNA sequences.
These approaches have been very successful in Bioinformatics, and several
databases containing this kind of signatures are publicly available on the web and
commonly used by biologists. One can cite PFAM [8] modelling protein domain
families by pHMM and RFAM [9] modeling common non-coding RNA families by
stochastic context-free grammars named covariance models. Two main packages
are available and commonly used for building and using pHMM : HMMR [10]
and SAM [11]. One has to note however, that the number of sequences available
for training this kind of models is usually small compared to the number of
parameters, even if special attention has been given to diminish their number by
the design and the choice of simple topologies. In practice, as illustrated by the
ISMB'99 SAM's tutorial (http://compbio.soe.ucsc.edu/ismb99.tutorial.

html),

modelling proteins relies rather on multiple sequence alignments tools

[12] and essentially on powerful pseudo-counts weighting schemes based on prior
knowledge about mutation preferences of amino-acids (see for instance [13]) than
on the training sample. A good example of this is that in SAM's tutorial, the
classical work-ow starts with a unique sequence in the training set. A similar
tendency towards using more and more priors can also be observed for modelling
RNA.
In these approaches, the general topology is usually xed. One can still play
with the number of matching states in pHMM or their equivalent in stochastic
context free formalisms to test topologies of dierent lengths. These numbers
can be tuned manually by testing the performance of the dierent models after
training. It can also constitute parameters to optimize in the Bayesian framework. Recent promising work on the prediction of RNA secondary structure [14]
allows to get rid of these parameters by extending classical stochastic context
free grammars used traditionally to model RNA to HDP-SCFGs which employ
an innite set of nonterminals thanks to a hierarchical Dirichlet process.
In the following section, we focus on approaches learning the topology of the
grammar.
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Grammar Inference

Learning the characteristic syntax of a family of sequences is a dicult task.
Pattern (or Motif ) Discovery is an important and active eld of Bioinformatics. It
aims at nding a common pattern present in a family of sequences. The patterns
used range from simple words to sub-regular expressions, allowing to express the
choice of several letters at one positions and rigid or variable length gaps between
positions. Good reviews of the eld can be found in [15] and [16]. Among the
state-of-the-art algorithms that learn expressive patterns, one can mention Pratt
[17] (chosen to be the default pattern discovery tool proposed on the Prosite
database of protein domains, families and functional sites [18]), EMotif Maker
[19], Teiresias [20] and Splash [21]. The expressiveness of the patterns that are
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learnt by these methods is still below the simplest level of Chomsky hierarchy; in
particular such patterns do not allow to express correlation between the choice
of letters between positions.
A rst step toward learning grammars is the early work of Yokomori [22]
on learning locally

k -testable

languages for the identication of protein

α-chain

regions. These languages can be represented by a subclass of automata, which are
linked to n-grams and, more biologically, to persistent splicing systems. Locally

k -testable languages have the
length k to decide whether a

property that it is sucient to parse substrings of
sequence is accepted or not. This method is thus

restricted to local characterizations of length

k , which has furthermore to be xed

usually to a small value to avoid over-specialization by the inference algorithm.
To allow the application to proteins whose alphabet contains 20 letters, aminoacid recoding was used in a two letters alphabet (hydrophobic or polar) or in
7 letters alphabet (Dayho encoding). This work is the root of recent studies,
applying successfully similar approaches to the prediction of coiled-coil proteins
[23] and to the prediction of transmembrane domains in proteins [24].
At the rst level of Chomsky's hierarchy (regular languages), ProtomataLearner [25, 26] is a successful application of the classical state merging framework developed in grammatical inference, to learning automata on functional
or structural families of proteins. It introduces a new kind of alignment, named
partial local multiple alignment (PLMA), which is better suited than classical multiple sequence alignment to the expressiveness of automata: by merging
blocks of conservation identied in the PLMA, an automaton with alternative
paths and thus correlations between positions can be learnt. Protomata-Learner
oers the opportunity to learn more expressive topologies than the pHMM ones,
while still beneting from the weighting schemes developed for pHMM: this allows to model, eventually heterogeneous, families of proteins with a ner level
of precision.
Regular grammar topologies or even less expressive formalisms can be sucient to characterize protein families in many cases, but they cannot model (potentially nested or crossing) long-term dependencies such as contacts of aminoacids that are far in the sequence but close in the 3D folding of the protein.
In [27], the authors propose a framework, based on the combination of stochastic context free grammars related to dierent physico-chemical properties of the
amino acids and on genetic algorithms, that is shown to produce relevant protein
binding site descriptors.
Inference of context free grammars has also been applied to DNA sequences.
The main line of research in this area, initiated by Sequitur [28], is to learn
the hierarchical (context free) structure of a (long) DNA sequence. Following
Occam's razor principle, this task can be formalized as the problem of nding
the smallest context free grammar generating the sequence. This problem lies
in the intersection of several communities as it is linked to Kolmogorov complexity estimation, data compression and grammatical inference. In particular,
it can be seen as the inference of a grammar, the language being known and
restricted to the given sequence, or as a rst step of the inference, consisting in
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the identication of the unlabeled derivation tree of the sequence by a context
free grammar to be learnt afterwards. Sequitur is a fast on-line algorithm that
constructs a grammar by reading the sequence from left to right, by replacing
any digram repetition with a non terminal producing it and by ensuring that
each rule is used more than once. This simple, generic scheme has been applied
to DNA sequences and was able to beat gzip and PPMC in compression rate
[29], while quality is still hard to compare in this domain. DNASequitur [30] improves slightly the performance of Sequitur by adding the reverse complement
as a source of repetition. The left to right on-line strategy of Sequitur biases
strongly the shape of the structures found. O-line algorithms have been designed and tested on DNA sequences. GTAC [31] proposes to replace the longest
repeated word rst and has been used to estimate the entropy of DNA sequences.
Smaller grammars can be obtained by spending more time to choose the repeats
that are rewritten by non terminals: the strategy of selecting the repeats that
greedily compress the grammar best is particularly ecient for the compression
of biological sequences [3234]. Considering the choice of the repeats but also the
choice of their occurrences [35] opens new perspectives: experiments on whole
genomes shows that grammars up to 9% smaller than the best competitors can
be found by this kind of algorithms [36]. Specialisation of the algorithm to the
characteristic features of DNA (reverse complement, double strand and sequence
mutations) is a work in progress which should help nding even smaller grammars. Asserting and validating from a biological perspective the quality of such
grammars will pose further challenges, since a reference grammar is missing. . .
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